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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an experimental study of stress shíft ín category-ambiguo*r
material. Sequences such as Chínese Ían exhibit phonologícal evidence for two
structural analyses. If Chinese is an adjective, lgn, is stressed; the sequence ís a
syntactic phrase. IfChínese is a noun,fen is deaccented ond the sequence a compound.
Additionally, as Chinese is ¿ sfr¿ss shíft item, stess shíft may apply in the phrasøl
interpretation. Thus, category-ambigwus sequences with a potential for stess shift
m¡ght contaín earlier cues to syntactic category than sequences wíthout such a
poænrtaL Production døta show that stress shift panerns do índeed map onto syntactic
categories, but only if the second element in the sequence is not ríght-branchíng. A
comprehewion experiment suggests that stress shifi nay facilitate category a.ssígwnent.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Syntactic, semantic, morphological and phonological information supply evidence for
grammatical categories. So far, little research has been carried out to establish the
nature of the phonological correlates of grammatical class (Kelly 1992). In the
category-ambiguous potential stress shift sequence Chinese fan,Chinese may be either
an adjective or a noun, i.e. the sequence is [A+Nl or [N+Nl. This paper investigates
whether the incidence of stress shift (e.g. Giegerich 1985) varies with the different
structural analyses, and whether the (non-)occurrence of the process can cue the correct
structural interpretation in comprehension.

A category-ambiguous (CA) sequence such as [1] a Frenchfan may be interpreted
as (a) a fan from France or (b) a fan of the French language. Structurally, (a) is
commonly described as a syntactic phrase and (b) as a compound (Liberman & Prince
1977, Bauer 1983, Radford 1988). At first glance, the difference seems clear; however,
as Matthews (1974) points out, the distinction between compounds and phrases in
English is problematic. Relevant criteria may be d¡awn from various sou¡ceC and these
do not yield the same results. Radford (1988) conelates different syntactic categories
with different stress pattems. Items such as increase carry primary stress on the sècond
syllable when verbs and on the first syllable when nouns. Similarly, the two possible
interpretations of a French fan are said to co¡relate with two different süess þatterns
found in phrases and compounds. The phrase has greater prominence on the second
elgment, and the compound has greater prominence on the iirst. This corresponds to a
difference in the syntactic category of French: when this word is an adjective in a
phrase [2], thenfan has greater relative prominence; if French is a noun in a compound
[3], then it is more prominentthanfan.
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Selkirk (1984) suggests that the incidence of stress shift varies with respect to syntactic
category and attributes this to the prominence relations at the supra-wbrd levei: when
/an is-more prominent,- as in te phrase, then stress shift will apply to an immediately
preceding sÛess shift item. This is of interest to speech comþiehension. If stress is
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shifted reliably in the phrasal interpretation, then this Pigh¡ signal that an accented

word is likely to folloiv and a [A+Nl interpretation might be-cued -early. Thus, CA
sequences coirtaining stress shifritems ¡51 núgtrt contain an additional cue to syntactic
cafegory that non shifting CA sequences [4] do not have.

l4l French fans are popular.
15) Chhese fans are popular.

In t4l, the category ambiguity is likely to be resolved when listeners hear/aas..If the
infòräation in íSl is procðssed as it is heard, then the relative stress pattem of Chínese
mav resolve the ambizuiw earlier.

'Fitst, *e need toãetérmine how well the incidence of stess shift correlates with
differenôes in syntactic category, Liberman and Pri¡ce (1977).state that relative
orominence is défined on syntaciic constituents and define prominence relations on
èach pai¡ of sister nodes in a-syntactic structure. According to ihe nuclear stress rule (a)

and cõmpound stress rule (b) the following should apply:
(a) if a sêquence such as Cåines¿lans is a phrasal categoty'fans i,s strong;

i¡) if a sequen"e such as Chinesè fans is a compound,-thC second element is strong if it
b'ranches.

(b) means that sequences such as [6] French entance exams and!)^Chíne¡e entrance
dans will not bð distinguishedln their phrasal and compound f,o¡ms because_the
branching right element (éntønce exans) will be strong. p] will,exhibit stress shift in
both phrãsafand compound interpretations, unless-speákers produce stress clashes in
ordei to map rhythmic patteris of stress shift items onto syn-tactlc structure
systematicalli. Thä next sdction examines the reliability of stress shift as a marker of
syntactic category.

2.INCIDENCE
A production experiment has been ca¡ried out testing the incidence of stress shift in
noir-right-b'ranching and right-branching CA, sequences. We predict (i)-that in non-
right-bianching sequences sþeakers produce phrasal stress,patterns in [A+Nl sequences
añd compounä strãss patterns in [Ñ+N] sequences; and that str-ess shift applies in
ph¡ases, but not in conipounds. Furthermore (ii) we expect plrasal stress panems and
iress shift in both [A+N] and [N+N] right-branching sequences.

Twelve nativeìpeakers oi Southern British English rcad Vl sentences with the
following category-ambiguous sequences:

a non-right-branching CA sequences with a non-stress shifting CSÐ first element, e.g'
Frenchfans
a non-right-branching CA sequenco with a stress shifting (+SI) first element, e.g.

Chinesefans
a right-branching sequences with a -SI CA first element, e.g. French entance exam

a right-branching sequences with a +SI CA flust element, e'g' Chínese entrance exam

The sentences were read with over ?07o fìllers in two sessions, approúmately one

week apart. A trained phonetician performed an auditory analysis of the data, assigning
phrasaf or compound stress pattérns to each sentencè. rqblq I below presents the

þetcentage of phrasal sness þatterns for French fans and Chínese /øns.-In l!9 -SI
iequence-Fren ch ¡ans, speakê.," piodgc-ed only phra-sal -stresj-patterns fo1.[A+Nl-and
only compound stress patæms foi ¡N+fq sequénões. In the +SI sequence Chinese fans,
the'tA+Ñl sequence âlso always had phrasal stress, and a small number of [N+N]
sequènceishoived phrasal stress. Each incidence of phrasal stress in the +SI items was

acóompanied by s&ess shift on Chinese. The resulis confirm hypothesis.(i). A clea¡
preferénce for the phrasal stress pattem emerged in sequences with branching second

àlements (Table 2). Again, phrasal stfess on +SI items wãs accompanied by stress shift.
This confirms our second hypothesis (ii).
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3. COMPREHENSION
On the basis of the production data, we ask whether (i) listeners are sensitive to a
phonological distinction between compounds and phrases, and (ü) stress shift provides
additional information which facilitates syntactic category assignment. To addrËss these
questions, we ca¡ried out a comprehension experiment with non-right-branching test
sequences only, since the production data suggests that right-bnanching sequencès do
not exhibit a correlation between sness shift and syntactic category.

In a cross-modal naming task, subjects heard sentence frãgments ending with
category-ambiguous -SI and +SI tokens. All -SI tokens had two syllables and late
stress, thus matching +SI tokens in number of syllables but not stress shift. Examples of
fragments with -SI and +SI tokens are given in [8a] and [8b] respectively.

Table l, Distribution (%) of phrusal stress
patterns ín CA sequences without (-SI) and
wirh (+SI) stress sdft items (E&ttLfgtÃ and
C hìne se fans re spe ctively ).
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The subjects' task was to name a visual probe presented at the end of each sentence
fragment. For the sentence pair in [8] the probe word was SERVANTS. This probe is
3p_propriate if the preceding CA word (MaIøy or Chin¿se) is an adjective, but nõt when
it is a noun. The sentence materials from which the fragments werè taken were recorded
with nuclear accent either on the CA word or on the following word, giving four
context conditions as in Table 3. We predict that when a fragment is hea¡d úth nuclear
stress on the CA word, this signals a [N+N] compound with prominence on the first
element, as no further accented syllables should follow. In this case, the probe
SERV.ANTS will be inappropriate. By conrrast, if the CA item is prenuclear, it is iikely
to be interpreted as the fi¡st element of a phrase, and the probe wiú be appropriate.

Thus we pledict (Ð that for -SI 4qd +SI irems, the reacrion time (RT) will be longer if
the probe does not agree with a [N+l.Il interpretation (i.e. conditions A and C shou]d be
slower than B and D respectively) and (ii) that the difference in RT for appropriate and
inappropriate probes will be larger for +SI items (i.e. the difference betivee¡i C and D
will_be greater than that between A and B). The average reaction time data are given in
the ñnal column of Table 3, and conf,um both these ñypotheses. For both -SI ãnd +SI
items,-subjects react signiftcantly faster to probes in thè A+N condition. Furthermore,
the effect is stronger for the +SI item Chinese (where the difference between
app_ropriate and inappropriate probes is 101 ms) than for the -SI itemM¿loy (whercit
is 34ms). That these effects iesult from the interpretation of the CA itém'and the
consequent integration of the probe word, and noi from some other proDerty of thc
context f¡agments, is made clear in conesponding control conditions ùhdre dre same

accent
-sI
-sI
+SI
+SI

A
B
c
D

N+N
A+N
N+N
A+N

+nucleus
-nucleus
+nucleus
-nucleus

Ma'lay
Ma'lay
Chi'nese
'Chinese

inappropriate
appropriate
inappropriate
aporooriate

ór9.ó
586.3
638.6
538.3
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fragments werc followed by the probe word TEACFIERS. This word is appropriaæ in
all-conditions (i.e. as the second element of a compound and as the head of a noun
phrase modified by the CA word), and the response times did not differ across
conditions A to D.

The pattem of results for SERVANTS would seem to confi¡m both hypotlesis (i)'
that nuciear stress placement will deterrrine the category interpretation of the-CA-item,
and hypothesis (ü) that stress shift provides additional information which facilitates
oarsine. However,'we found that streis shift does not cue syntactic categøy reliably for
ôther õategory-ambiguous items such as dark-blue or grown-up. This is presumably
attributablä tõ morpÉological and semantic differences between such items and the
nationalitylanguagê itemi. For example, dark-blue has two free morphemes, eithe¡ of
which may beionÉastively sressed. 

-This 
means that greater prominence on ål¿¿ does

not necesiarily exclude thd adjectival interpretation, and thus the following probe word
may have been appropriate in all conditions.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In Grabe & Warren (1993) we show that in connected speech the application of stress
shift is highly likely, but can rarely be predicted with any degree 9! certainty-for a

particula¡ õeqiuence.Ïhe current proäuctiôn data suggest thai stress shift occurs reliably
in CA stress shift sequences with a branching right element. Furthermore, the data
suggest that in non-right branching CA sequences the application of stress shift
coñéhtes with syntactið category. It would appear that category-ambiguous^s-tress-shift
items allow us td predict the ãppiication or non-application of the process with a higher
degree of certainty than our previously studied materials.-The 

comprehénsion datâ show tñat in CA sequences of the type Malay servant,
listeners are 

^sensitive 
to stress signalling a distinction between compounds and phrases'

and that they are able to supplement this with stress shift information on CA items such
as Chinese ín Chinese semait. This suggests that the phonological information in stress

shift sequences affects syntactic parsing Ð fo,llows: the application of the process is
likely o indicate that an-accented item will fotlow - thi.s,cues-a plrrasal interpretation.
Nonlapplication suggests that the following item (if N) should.be-compourlded.
Howeve-r, it appears that this applies only to séquences \vith nationalityÂanguage items
such as Fr¿ncã or Chinese followed by non-right branching items.
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